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A Design Optimisation Tool for Maximising the

Power Density of 3-Phase DC-AC Converters Using

Silicon Carbide (SiC) Devices
Ian Laird, Member, IEEE, Xibo Yuan, Senior member, IEEE, James Scoltock, Member, IEEE

and Andrew J. Forsyth, Senior member, IEEE

Abstract—The emergence of wide-bandgap devices, e.g. silicon
carbide (SiC), has the potential to enable very high-density
power converter design with high-switching frequency operation
capability. A comprehensive design tool with a holistic design
approach is critical to maximise the overall system power density,
e.g by identifying the optimal switching frequency. This paper
presents a system level design tool that optimises the power
density (volume or mass) of a 3-phase, 2-level DC-AC converter.
The design tool optimises the selection of the devices, heatsink
and passive components (including the design of the line, EMI
and DC-link filters) to maximise the power density. The structure
of the optimisation algorithm has been organised to reduce the
number of potential design combinations by over 99%, and thus
produces fast simulation times. The design tool predicts that
when SiC devices are used instead of Si ones, the power density
is increased by 159.4%. A 5 kW, 600 V DC-link, 3-phase, 2-
level DC-AC converter was experimentally evaluated in order to
confirm the accuracy of the design tool.

Index Terms—Silicon Carbide (SiC), Design Optimisation,
Power density, Switching frequency, DC-AC converters

I. INTRODUCTION

THE CONTINUING technological development in the

areas of electric and hybrid electric vehicles (EVs and

HEVs), more electric aircraft (MEA) and portable consumer

electronics has lead to a greater desire for power converter

designs that are not only robust and efficient, but also achieve

the highest possible power density [1], [2]. For example, HEVs

typically require converters rated at 10 to 20 kW for highway

cruising and 60 to over 100 kW for accelerating. Without a

high power density system, these demands can force vehicle

designers to eliminate certain amenities, such as a full size

spare tyre, in order to accommodate all the hybrid components

[2]. Similarly for aerospace applications, light and compact

converters enable the replacement of the mechanical, hydraulic

and pneumatic systems with electrical systems for generation,
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actuation, distribution and hybrid propulsion systems, the so

called MEA.

One of the major factors in determining what power density

can be achieved is the component selection. This includes the

selection of:

• the switching devices and/or modules (MOSFET, BJT,

IGBT);

• the cooling method (heatsink, fan, cold plate); and

• the passive components (line filter, EMI filter, DC-link

capacitor, boost inductor)

Improving any of these components will produce higher

power densities, however it is the recent advances in wide

bandgap (WBG) technology that has created the best oppor-

tunities for increasing the power density. WBG devices, such

as silicon carbide (SiC), possess properties that are superior

to that of silicon (Si). Properties of SiC include:

• a higher critical electrical field which produces higher

breakdown voltages from a smaller die thickness than Si

and hence lowers the conduction resistance. This makes

SiC devices superior to Si in the 1.2-1.7 kV range [3].

• higher thermal conductivity which allows more heat to be

dissipated from a device subject to a smaller temperature

differential.

• higher operating temperatures of up to 400◦C as com-

pared to the maximum 150◦C limit that applies to Si,

however package limitations prevent this limit from being

reached.

• a higher current density of approximately 2 to 3 times

that of Si [4].

• the ability to create unipolar power devices (MOSFETs,

JFETs, etc.) at breakdown voltages ≥ 1.2 kV resulting

in superior dynamic performance and lower switching

energy losses than Si IGBTs. [5] showed that an all-

SiC switch / free-wheeling diode combination provided a

70% reduction in switching losses compared to an all-Si

combination.

As a result of the lower conduction and switching losses,

along with higher thermal conductivity and operating tem-

peratures, SiC devices can use smaller heatsinks to improve

power density. Additionally, the potential for higher frequency

operation reduces the size of the various inductors and capac-

itors needed to limit the ripple currents and voltages within

the circuit. These attributes have been taken advantage of

to produce converters of high power densities such as those
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shown in [6]–[8].

However, what is not clear is exactly how much SiC devices

improve the power density. For the example of a 3-phase, 2-

level DC-AC converter, whilst SiC devices can reduce the

size of the line filter and DC-link capacitor by increasing

the switching frequency, it may not produce a design that

is smaller overall due to, firstly the heatsink size increasing

with the switching frequency, and secondly the complex rela-

tionship between the component values of the electromagnetic

interference (EMI) filter and the switching frequency [9]. Since

SiC MOSFETs, in particular, open up the potential switching

frequency range for a multi-kW DC-AC converter to several

hundred kHz, it becomes paramount to be able to determine

what exactly is the optimal switching frequency from the

system power density point of view. Also, since SiC devices

are more expensive than their Si counterparts, the overall

power density of a SiC converter must increase by a sufficient

amount in order to justify their usage over Si. Given that this

trade-off should be made for every new design, an engineer

would greatly benefit from a design optimisation tool that can

quickly evaluate the effect that various types of semiconductor

devices have on the overall power density of the converter.

As the tool needs to optimise the design at the system level,

a holistic design approach that considers all the component

specifications and constraints in unison will be essential.

In order to create a design tool such as this, all the interde-

pendencies between the various components need to be prop-

erly understood so that decisions that are made as part of the

design process in regard to one component will not adversely

affect other parts of the circuit. To this effect, research has

already been carried out into determining the design equations

that govern the potential power density of a converter. [10]

performed calculations to estimate the power densities of Si

and SiC DC-DC converters. It predicted that a 7kW DC-DC

(100V/2kV) converter using Si devices and operating at a 50

kHz switching frequency and a temperature of 150◦C would

have an efficiency of 85%. By comparison the SiC version was

predicted that by operating at 500 kHz and 300◦C, it could

achieve an efficiency of 89% and improve the power density

by 50% over that of the Si version. Similarly [11] predicted

that by 2025, converters fully utilising SiC devices will be

able to reach power ratings of 1 MW that will be 1/50 of

their former size. [12] analysed many of the key components

that determine the power density of a converter, including

the thermal management, magnetic devices, EMI filters and

DC-link capacitors. While in-depth discussions were given,

no converter was constructed for experimental validation. [13]

further expanded on this work by developing an automatic op-

timisation algorithm to maximise the power densities of both

a phase-shift and a series-parallel resonant DC-DC converter

that were designed for a telecom power supply application.

The work is experimentally verified however the approach

to the problem involves optimising the geometry of a single

custom-designed integrated heatsink and inductor/transformer

rather than a range of off-the-shelf components. Similarly

the capacitor volume prediction is made by extrapolating the

capacitance-volumetric density of a single reference compo-

nent, chosen for the specific design, rather than searching

through a database of components which possesses a wide

range of capacitance densities. In [14] a systematic evaluation

methodology was used to optimise and compare several differ-

ent AC-AC converter topologies utilising SiC devices, however

the simulation tool was not validated experimentally. The key

design parameters of the optimisation included the switching

frequency, modulation scheme and passive values in order to

access their impact on the converter’s losses, harmonics, EMI,

control and protection. [15] outlines the design optimisation

of a single-phase power factor correction (PFC) converter with

2 interleaved boost cells. The converter is rated at 300W and

covers the optimisation of the boost inductor, output capacitor,

semiconductor selection and the differential mode (DM) and

common mode (CM) filters. The optimised design is carried

on a small database of components and the performance of

the converter is experimentally verified, however while it

uses SiC devices for the diodes, it uses Si devices for the

switches. Similarly [16] outlines the optimisation process for

the passives and heatsink of an interleaved boost converter

which uses SiC devices for the diodes but Si CoolMOS

devices for the switches. In [17] an optimisation process for a

water-cooled 50-kW 3-phase DC-AC converter was discussed

without experimental verification.

In practice a converter design is not just limited by the

theoretical power density limits but also by the range of

components that a design engineer has at their disposal. Al-

though previous research efforts have focused on the governing

design equations, as stated above, there has not been much

consideration given to developing an automated design tool

that can produce a high power density converter by selecting

a set of components from a range of common electronic

supplier component databases. More critically, the theoretical

optimisation and prediction may not agree with the real

component characteristics. This paper has highlighted which

components differed the most from manufacturer datasheet

information and needed to be paid the most attention to in

a practical design. Additionally, this paper focuses on the

design optimisation of SiC MOSFET based converters. The

SiC MOSFET is likely to be the preferred choice compared to

the SiC BJT, JFET, etc. because of its normally-off state and

simpler gate drive requirements. This paper has carried out

extensive characterisation of SiC MOSFET devices in order

to provide accurate models for the design tool. It has been

demonstrated that the SiC MOSFET converter can operate up

to 100 kHz with an efficiency of 97.5%. Finally, this paper

outlines a system level design tool that optimises the power

density (volume or mass) of a 3-phase, 2-level DC-AC con-

verter. The design tool selects from a database the combination

of device, heatsink and passive components that will produce

the highest power density. Included in the automated process is

the design of the line, EMI and DC-link filters. The structure of

the optimisation algorithm has been organised to reduce the

number of potential design combinations by over 99%, and

thus produces fast simulation times. In addition, the design

tool is used to compare the power densities of 3-phase, 2-

level DC-AC converters using either SiC or Si power devices.

With the design tool, a power density of 3.585 kW/L can

be achieved with a SiC MOSFET converter by searching the
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Fig. 1. Overview of the operational structure of the design optimisation tool

optimal switching frequency as compared to 1.426 kW/L for

a Si IGBT converter.

The paper is organised as follows. Section II overviews the

design tool, discussing its various component models through

way of a design example. Section III describes the operation

of the optimisation algorithm and discusses how the algo-

rithm’s structure can be altered to improve its computational

efficiency. Section IV outlines the experimental work carried

out on a 5 kW, 600 V DC-link SiC MOSFET based 3-

phase inverter, in order to assess the accuracy of both the

manufacturer data used in the design tool and the results of

the design tool for the 2-level converter using SiC devices.

Finally conclusions are drawn in section V.

II. DESIGN OPTIMISATION TOOL OVERVIEW

The design optimisation tool is composed of a set of inter-

dependent component models, as shown in Fig. 1, each of

which are responsible for selecting and optimising a specific

component of the converter. The component models can

be categorised into one of three main areas; device loss

modelling, heatsink design and passive components design.

This section discusses each of these areas by outlining the

fundamental equations and selection criteria that govern the

models contained within them. To aid the discussion a design

example, based on the specifications and constraints given

in Table I, will be used to demonstrate the operation and

outputs of each of the component models. The objective of

the example will be to minimise the overall volume, and by

effect the weight, of the converter.

TABLE I
DESIGN EXAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

Specification Value

Rated Power (Po) 5 kW

DC-link voltage (Vdc) 600 V

Fundamental frequency (f0) 400 Hz

Modulation index (M ) 0.9

Power factor (PF ) 0.99

Maximum junction temperature (Tj ) 125 ◦C

Ambient temperature (Ta) 40 ◦C

Maximum output current ripple (∆Io) 10% of Îo

Maximum DC-link voltage ripple (∆Vdc) 0.5% of Vdc

Minimum converter efficiency (η) 98%

EMI limit standard DO-160E

A. Devices: Loss Modelling and Selection

The devices in the 3-phase, 2-level DC-AC converter con-

tribute both conduction and switching losses. In [18] the

conduction losses are split into those created when current

flows through the device’s channel and when it flows through

its anti-parallel or body diode. The optimisation carried out

in this work will focus exclusively on SiC MOSFETs and

therefore the conduction losses in the channel and body

diode, when the switching dead-time periods are ignored, are

respectively given by:

PQ =

(

1

8
+

M

3π
cos θ

)

Rds(on)Îd
2

(1)

PD =

(

1

8
− M

3π
cos θ

)

RD(on)Îd
2

(2)

where Îd = Peak MOSFET drain current

M = Modulation index

θ = Converter/output current phase angle

Rds(on) = MOSFET channel on resistance

RD(on) = Diode forward-biased resistance

For MOSFETs synchronous conduction is normally used

to reduce the conduction loss. This involves the channel

conducting instead of the body diode when the current reverses

through the MOSFET. In this case RD(on) in equation (2) is

replaced by Rds(on). The total conduction loss is then given

by:

Pcond = PQ + PD

=
1

4
Rds(on)Îd

2
(3)

The device switching losses are broken down into turn-

on, turn-off, reverse-recovery and output capacitor losses.

According to [19] the turn-on and turn-off losses are calculated

as follows:

Px = fs
Vdc

VCC

(

A0(x)

2
+

B0(x)

π
Îd +

C0(x)

4
Îd

2
)

(4)
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where fs = Switching/carrier frequency

VCC = Test voltage of device

A0(x)

B0(x)

C0(x)











=
Device specific constants for x

switching losses

The constants A0(x), B0(x) and C0(x) can be taken from a

device’s datasheet switching energy, drain current relationship.

Equation (4) can also be used to calculate the total reverse

recovery losses. During the turn-off transition of a device’s

body diode, the reverse recovery effect will produce losses

in both the diode and the complementary device that is

simultaneously turning on. The total losses in both the diode

and device can be obtained from equation (4) by setting A0(rr)

and C0(rr) to zero and then setting B0(rr) to:

B0(rr) =
QrrVCC

ICC
(5)

where Qrr = Reverse recovery charge

ICC = Test current of device

Equation (4) then becomes:

Prr =
fsVdcQrr

π

Îd
ICC

(6)

The output capacitor of the MOSFET must discharge its

stored energy every switching cycle and thus has a switching

loss associated with it. This loss can be calculated by using

the relationship between the device’s output capacitor stored

energy (Eoss) and its drain to source voltage (VDS) that is

given graphically in the datasheet. The information can be

approximated by a quadratic and thus results in the following

formula:

Poss = fs
Vdc

VCC

(

AossVdc
2 +BossVdc

)

(7)

where
Aoss

Boss

}

=
Device specific constants for

the Eoss - VDS relationship

Summing all the various conduction and switching losses

will give the total loss for each device, which in turn can be

used to determine the predicted efficiency of the converter for

each device. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the combined

conduction and switching losses of various devices from the

Cree C2M SiC MOSFET series have been used to calculate

the predicted converter efficiency over a range of switching

frequencies for the design example specified in Table I. In

Fig. 2 the effect on efficiency due exclusively to conduction

loss of the devices is given by the values at fs = 0 Hz,

while the switching energy loss of each device correlates to the

gradient of the curves where the larger the switching energy

the steeper the gradient will be. From Fig. 2 it is clear that

devices that have the lowest conduction losses also have the

highest switching energy loss. This trade-off of different losses
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Fig. 2. Converter efficiency as a function of switching frequency when the
total conduction and switching losses of various different Cree C2M series
MOSFETs are considered

is a natural result of the size of the chip area of the device.

As the chip area increases the on resistance (Rds(on) will

decrease and hence reduce the conduction losses. However

increasing the area will also increase the output capacitance

(Cds) which results in larger switching losses. Each device

has a different chip area and thus the ratio of conduction to

switching losses is different for each device. Thus there are

clearly defined switching frequency ranges where a specific

device will have the smallest total loss. In practice, device

selection is based first and foremost on whether the voltage and

current ratings of the device are greater than the voltages and

currents it will be subject to in the converter. However for the

case were multiple devices meet the voltage and current rating

requirements, these switching frequency ranges, based on the

device losses, form the device selection criteria used by the

optimisation tool. Additionally at this stage of the process the

design tool is able to determine which switching frequencies

produce designs that meet the minimum efficiency requirement

since the power losses are dominated by the device switching

losses.

Ultimately this method led the design tool to select the

C2M0040120D device since it covers the range of frequencies

that are most likely to be used by the optimisation tool

in its final design. Despite the C2M0040120D possessing a

nominal current rating (60 A) well above the device’s RMS

current (calculated at approximately 8.8 A), the device was

still predicted to have the lowest combined conduction and

switching losses. Furthermore, the higher device rating is

opportune for a couple of reasons. Firstly, the 60 A current

limit is based on an operational temperature of 25 ◦C, however

as the converter is designed to operate at 125 ◦C, temperature

de-rating of the current limit must be taken into account.

According to the C2M0040120D datasheet, at 125 ◦C the

current limit will be approximately 30 A. Secondly, 8.8 A is

the device’s RMS value, however in reality it will be subjected

to peak currents higher than this (calculated at 12.5A not
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Fig. 3. The total simulated conduction and switching losses (dashed lines) and
the predicted efficiency (solid lines) in the 3-phase, 2-level DC/AC converter
predicted by the design tool as a function of switching frequency the Cree
C2M0040120D SiC MOSFET when the input to the design tool is based on
switching energy measurements from the Cree datasheet [20] and when it was
obtained via double pulse test experiments in section IV-A

including switching transition spikes). Therefore it is desirable

to select a device for which the current rating is high enough

to provide an adequate safety margin. Note that practically,

as is discussed at length in section IV-A, the switching losses

specified in the manufacturers datasheet do not match that

found from double pulse test measurements due to a range

of external conditions not factored into the manufacturer’s

datasheet information. Therefore for the remainder of the

design example the switching energy data, obtained from

experimental measurements performed on C2M0040120D de-

vices, was used to calculate the power losses and converter

efficiencies (shown in Fig. 3) which were used in turn for

determining the remaining circuit parameters and components.

It should be noted that by starting with the experimental data

the design tool functions no differently and all the power losses

shown above are still calculated in exactly the same way, as

all that is being changed is the input data to the design tool.

B. Heatsink Design

The magnitude of the power losses in the devices has a

direct effect on the design of the heatsink. The key purpose

of the heatsink for the design being considered here, is that

it ensures that the junction temperature of each switching

device does not exceed its maximum safe operating value.

While some of the passive components also benefit from

heatsinking, they will not be considered here and the focus

will be exclusively on designing for the switching devices.

The heatsink design begins by determining the maximum

surface temperature of the heatsink as dictated by the max-

imum device junction temperature. Assuming that all the

devices have approximately the same thermal characteristics,

the heatsink surface temperature is given by:

Ths = Tj −ΘjcPloss (8)

where Θjc = Junction to case thermal resistance

Ploss = Power loss of a single device

From here the required thermal resistance of the heatsink

can be determined as follows:

Θhs,a =
Ths − Ta

nPloss
(9)

where n = Number of devices used in converter

There are three main approaches to modelling a heatsink;

analytical models based on thermodynamic equations and prin-

ciples, utilising information in heatsink datasheets provided

by the manufacturer, and experimentally characterising the

heatsink in the laboratory. Analytical models, whilst quite

useful for very specific geometries, cannot be readily applied

across a broad range of heatsink geometries, as each fin

geometry (rectangular, trapezoidal, pin, etc.) will be governed

by a different set of design equations. Finite element methods

(FEMs), whilst able to evaluate any heatsink to a reasonably

high level of accuracy, are not suitable at the initial design

stage which the design tool is aimed at. The relatively com-

putationally heavy operation of FEMs comes as a disadvantage

at this stage as hundreds of different heatsink geometries need

to be evaluated. Furthermore the accuracy of FEMs tend to be

negated at this stage as the design is still relying on a number

of physical assumptions that prevent FEMs from arriving at

the more realistic solutions they are capable of. Given these

limitations and the complexity of the analytical methods, it

was decided that these methods would not be used for the

design optimisation tool.

Using information from the manufacturer datasheet proved

to be a much more suitable method. From a design standpoint

the thermal resistance of the heatsink is determined mainly

by its fin geometry (or cross-sectional shape), extruded fin

channel length and, for the case of cooling by natural con-

vection, by the temperature difference between the heatsink

surface and the ambient air (∆T = Ths − Ta). Heatsink

manufacturers provide a nominal thermal resistance of each fin

geometry (Θnom) for a specific length (Lnom) and temperature

difference (∆Tnom), along with graphs that show how Θnom

varies with changing length and/or temperature difference.

These graphs can be approximated by fitting them to either an

exponential or polynomial curve. The curve fitting constants

(A,B,C) that result from these curves of best fit can be used

to create scaling factors for the length (SL) and temperature

difference (S∆T ) of the heatsink. These scaling factors specify

how much Θnom needs to be altered if a heatsink length or

temperature difference other than the nominal values specified

in the datasheet are required by the design. For the proposed

design tool the scaling factors were calculated from the

following equations:

SL = AL

(

L

Lnom

)BL

(10)
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S∆T = A∆T

(

∆T

∆Tnom

)2

+B∆T

(

∆T

∆Tnom

)

+ C∆T (11)

where L = Heatsink extrusion length

Lnom = Nominal extrusion length

∆Tnom = Nominal temperature difference

AL/∆T

BL/∆T

CL/∆T











= Curve fitting constants

Using these scaling factors the actual thermal resistance for

any combination of length and temperature difference is given

by the following equation:

Θsa = SLS∆TΘnom (12)

where Θnom = Nominal thermal resistance

Given that ∆T is already fixed, equations (10) to (12) can

be used to determine the required length of the heatsink which

in turn can be used to determine the heatsink mass and volume

envelope.

Additionally, the heatsink design is also subject to various

limiting constraints such as the maximum and minimum

extrusion lengths. Manufacturers provide extrusions that are

cut to a stock length which a designer may cut down to a

shorter length. Longer extrusions can be acquired by making

a custom order, however since the optimisation tool presented

here focuses on utilising readily available components, the

maximum extrusion length will be restricted to the stock

length provided by the manufacturer. The minimum extrusion

length is constrained by the minimum length required to fit the

footprints of all the devices onto the heatsink. If we consider

that n devices of the dimensions Lm × Wm need to fit atop

the heatsink then these devices can be arranged in 2N ways

where N is the number of factors of n including 1 and itself.

The factor of 2 is a result of the fact that as long as Lm 6= Wm

then the device can be orientated either with its length or

width aligned with the front edge of the heatsink. Fig. 4 shows

all the possible arrangements, and how it affects the overall

footprint length and width, for the case of n = 4. The layout

arrangement that will be selected by the optimisation tool will

by the one that has the shortest overall footprint length (LFP )

while also ensuring that the overall footprint width is less than

the heatsink width (WFP < WHS).

Returning to the design example, Fig. 5 shows the heatsink

extrusion lengths and volume envelopes for four differ-

ent heatsink fin geometries from Aavid Thermalloy [21].

The power losses were calculated for an inverter utilising

C2M0040120D devices as in accord with the results shown

in Fig. 3. The solid lines display the calculated heatsink

length and volume with the minimum and maximum length

constraints included, while the dotted lines show the length and

L
F
P

L
F
P

L
F
P

L
F
P

L
F
P

L
F
P

WFP

WFP

WFP

WFP

Wm

L
m

Individual Device 

Footprint

Potential Layout 

Footprints

Fig. 4. Device footprint layouts, and their corresponding dimensions, for 4
devices

volume that could be achieved if there were no length con-

straints. The minimum length constraints produce the horizon-

tal portions of the curves that occur at the lowest frequencies

in Fig. 5. They show that below a certain switching frequency

the minimum length, and subsequently the minimum volume,

has been reached and no shorter lengths can be achieved at

lower frequencies. The maximum length constraints produce

the vertical portions of the curves in Fig. 5. In this case as

soon as the switching frequency increases to a value where it

produces the maximum length of a particular extrusion (such

as 150 mm for the 0K267), all switching frequencies greater

than this value will set the length to infinity (or a suitably

high value) thus creating the vertical portions of the curve.

This ensures that the design tool will not be able to select

that particular extrusion at these higher switching frequencies.

Focusing on the 0K267 heatsink in Fig. 5, despite it being the

longest in length, its compact profile produces the smallest

volume envelope. However, given that its maximum length is

only 150 mm it is limited to switching frequencies below 52

kHz, after which 000EK* becomes the best option.

Finally it should be noted that while the datasheet based

method is useful for the initial design stage, just like for the

analytical methods, it is limited in its accuracy due to it lacking

particular pieces of realistic information. As a result the design

had to be supplemented with an experimental characterisation

which will be discussed in section IV-B.

C. Passive Components Design

The passive components that the converter is comprised of

include a DC link capacitor at the input, and a line and EMI

filter at the output. The purpose of the DC link filter is to

limit the input voltage ripple of the converter while the line

filter is used to limit the output current ripple. The purpose

of the EMI filter is to limit the amount of both the conducted

differential mode (DM) and common mode (CM) noise of the

converter. Similar to the heatsink design, the optimisation tool
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Fig. 5. Examples of heatsink fin geometries analysed by the optimisation tool: (a) Extrusion cross-section dimensions, (b) Minimum required extrusion length
and (c) Minimum volume envelope. Figures (b) and (c) are created assuming C2M0040120D devices have been selected. Dotted lines indicate the length if
no maximum or minimum limits are applied to the extrusion length

assesses a range of switching frequencies to determine which

combination of components and switching frequency produces

the design with the smallest total volume.

When selecting the DC-link capacitor, two main objectives

must be taken into consideration. Firstly the capacitance must

be large enough to meet the voltage ripple requirement of

the inverter. Secondly, the capacitor must be able to sustain

the ripple current that the circuit will subject it to otherwise

it may overheat and exceed its temperature rating. Appropri-

ate capacitor types for the DC-link filter include aluminium

electrolytic capacitors and metallised polypropylene film ca-

pacitors. Electrolytic capacitors exhibit high capacitance per

unit volume but possess a relatively high equivalent series

resistance (ESR) and thus are limited by the ripple current

requirements. Metallised polypropylene film capacitors exhibit

low ESR and low capacitance per unit volume and thus are

limited by the voltage ripple requirement [22]. As a result

the proposed design tool implements different capacitor sizing

methods depending on which type of capacitor and thus which

major ripple limitation needs to be considered.

In order to correctly size an electrolytic capacitor so that

it adheres to the ripple current requirement, one must first

calculate the RMS value of the current flowing through the

capacitor. This is done according to the following equation

[23]:

IC(rms) = Irms

√

√

√

√2M

(√
3

4π
+ cos2 θ

(√
3

π
− 9

16
M

))

(13)

where Irms = RMS output phase current

As IC(rms) is fundamentally an AC current it can be

compared with the ripple current ratings (Irip) given in the

electrolytic datasheets. As ripple currents are typically defined

for an operational frequency of 120 Hz, an appropriate ripple
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup of filter components of the 2-level, 3-phase DC/AC converter

current multiplier must be selected from the datasheet to

ensure that the ripple current rating is scaled for use with the

kHz frequency range that the design tool will operate within.

With this information the design tool can select a capacitor (or

capacitor combination) that has a higher ripple current rating

then the capacitor current i.e. Irip > IC(rms).

For a metallised polypropylene film capacitor whose design

is based primarily on the voltage ripple requirement (∆V ), its

capacitance, which will be the main dictator of its physical

size, can be approximately calculated according to the follow-

ing equation [24]:

Cdc =
MIrms

16∆V fs

√

√

√

√

(

6− 96
√
3

5π
M + 9

2M
2

)

cos2 θ +
8
√
3

5π
M

(14)

At the output of each phase is an LC network that combines

to form the line and EMI filters. The filter consists of three

main stages, as shown in Fig. 6, which is representative for

grid-tie and inverter applications (other filter types can also

be considered). The first stage is the line filter which consists

of a single inductor on each phase (L∆I ). The second is the

DM filter which consists of capacitors (CDM ) and additional

inductors (LDM ) that when combined with L∆I creates an

LCL network that forms the full DM filter. The final stage

is the CM filter which consists of capacitors (CCM ) and a 3-

phase CM choke (LCM ) that when combined with L∆I creates

an LCL network that forms the full CM filter. The optimisation

tool designs each of these stages in turn, beginning with the

line filter and adding on the DM and CM filters afterwards.

The size of the line filter’s inductance is determined by

the design constraint governing the maximum allowable ripple

current. This results in a single inductance value for each

possible switching frequency. The relationship between the

maximum ripple current and line inductance (for low to mid-

range switching frequencies) is approximated by the following

equation [25]:

∆I =
VdcMTs

4
√
3L∆I

(15)

where Ts = Switching/carrier period

Both the DM and CM components of the EMI filter are

designed so that they conform to the L, M and H categories

of the DO-160E standard [26]. In order to achieve this, the DM

and CM harmonics are calculated for the frequencies specified

by the standard. If it is assumed that naturally sampled, sine-

triangle modulation is used to control the converter, then

according to [27] the major harmonics occur at frequencies

of f(m,n) = mfs + nf0, where m and n are integer values.

These major harmonics can be decomposed into their DM and

CM voltage components by using equations (16a) and (16b)

[28]. Example results for these equations are shown in Fig. 7

which displays the DM and CM voltage harmonics for the

case where the switching frequency is 63 kHz and all other

parameters are as given in Table I.

∣

∣VDM(m,n)

∣

∣ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

4Vdc√
3π

X(m,n) sin
(

n
π

3

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

(16a)
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Fig. 7. Frequency spectra of the (a) DM voltage harmonics and (b) CM voltage harmonics for fs = 63 kHz, f0 = 400 Hz, Vdc = 600 V and M = 0.9
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Fig. 8. Single-phase LCL filter models for the (a) DM EMI filter, (b) CM EMI filter and (c) DM and CM filter with a short-circuit load

∣

∣VCM(m,n)

∣

∣ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

2Vdc

3π
X(m,n)

(

1 + 2 cos

(

n
2π

3

))∣

∣

∣

∣

(16b)

where X(m,n) =
1

m
Jn

(

m
π

2
M
)

sin
(

(m+ n)
π

2

)

In order to adhere to the design’s specifications, the opti-

misation tool needs to ensure that the load current harmonics

of each phase are below the limit specified by the DO-160E

standard (Ilim). As mentioned above, the DM and CM filters

were modelled as LCL filters each connected to an appropriate

load. For the DM filter this is just a resistance (RL) whereas

for the CM filter it was a resistance plus a parasitic capacitance

to ground (Cg) as shown in Fig. 8a and 8b respectively.

Typically in either case the impedance of the filter inductors

will be much higher than the load resistance (i.e. ωL > RL),

and thus the load can be treated as a short circuit (RL = 0).

This assumption is beneficial during the design process as it

corresponds to the worst case scenario when the load current

is at its maximum. With this in mind it is therefore useful to

replace Cg with a short-circuit, in the case of the CM filter, to

ensure that the worst case scenario is designed for. Therefore

both the DM and CM models simplify to that shown in Fig. 8c

and the resulting LCL filter will produce the following transfer

function:

Vi

(

jω(m,n)

)

Io
(

jω(m,n)

) = jω(m,n)

(

L1 + L2 − ω(m,n)
2L1L2Cf

)

(17)

From (17) it can be seen that the angular resonant frequency

of an LCL filter is given by ωres =
√

L1+L2

L1L2Cf
. Substituting

this into (17) produces:

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vi

(

jω(m,n)

)

Io
(

jω(m,n)

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= ω(m,n) (L1 + L2)

∣

∣ω(m,n)
2 − ωres

2
∣

∣

ωres
2

(18)

Equation (18) shows that the filter attenuation at a particular

frequency is dependent on the total filter inductance (L1+L2)

and the resonant frequency. The optimisation tool specifies that

L1 be the line inductance, as calculated from (15). Basing

the value of L1 on the ripple current requirement may result

in a slightly larger filter volume than if L1 was optimised

simultaneously with L2 and Cf , however doing so doesn’t

have a detrimental affect on the overall power density, since

the EMI requirements are typically much stricter than the

current ripple requirements of an application. For example

if the current ripple is allowed to be larger than 10% (as is

the case in this design example), then the size of the line

inductor would decrease. However, the size of all the EMI

filter components would need to increase in order to meet

the EMI requirements and thus the overall volume would

not be significantly reduced. Furthermore, basing L1 on only

ripple current greatly improves the computation time of the

design tool as it only has to simultaneously search through

two component databases (L2 and Cf ) rather than three, and
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thus was considered to be the better design methodology for

the optimisation tool.

Next the design tool specifies a range of inductances that

L2 is allowed to take. For each potential value of L2 the

optimisation tool calculates the resonant frequency of the

filter, that will be required to achieve the desired attenuation,

according to the following equation:

ωres = ω(m,n)

√

ω(m,n) (L1 + L2)
∣

∣Io(m,n)

∣

∣

ω(m,n) (L1 + L2)
∣

∣Io(m,n)

∣

∣+
∣

∣Vi(m,n)

∣

∣

(19)

From here the range of values of L2 and its corresponding

range of resonant frequencies are translated into a range of

values for the capacitance Cf . This completes a range of

inductance-capacitance (L − C) pairs that will comprise the

DM and CM parts of the EMI filter. For the DM section of the

filter, the optimisation tool substitutes the following values into

equation (19): Vi = VDM , Io = Ilim, L1 = L∆I , L2 = LDM ,

Cf = CDM . For the CM section it substitutes the following:

Vi = VCM , Io = Ilim, L1 = 1
3L∆I , L2 = LCM , Cf = CCM .

At this point in the optimisation process, each and every

switching frequency will yield a single L or C value for the

line inductor and DC-link capacitor, and a range of L − C
pairs for the DM and CM portions of the EMI filter. For the

next stage of the optimisation process, the tool will convert

all the L and C values into real physical parts by designing

and selecting each component from a suitable subset of parts.

The line and DM inductors are constructed from gapped ferrite

cores where the optimisation tool determines the core size, gap

length, winding diameter and number of turns. The diameter of

the windings are selected based on the desired current density

of the wire (Jrms). The core selection was based on the area-

product method outlined in [29] which states that the core size

must satisfy the following inequality:

AwAcore >
LÎIrms

KuJrmsB̂
(20)

where Aw = Winding window area

Acore = Core area

Î = Peak inductor current

Irms = RMS inductor current

Ku = Window utilisation factor

B̂ = Maximum allowable flux density

Once the core has been selected the number of turns and

the gap length are calculated according to the following:

n =
LÎ

B̂Acore

(21)

lg =
µn2Acore

L
(22)

where µ = Core permeability
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Fig. 9. Optimised volume of the differential mode (DM) filter components
(excluding the line inductor) as a function of switching frequency

The optimisation tool constructs the CM inductor from a

toroidal coil. The winding diameter is, once more, set by the

desired current density. Once selected, the winding diameter

is used to determine the maximum number of turns, and

hence the maximum inductance, that each specific core in the

component database is capable of producing. The EMI filter is

completed by the optimisation tool selecting film suppression

capacitors for CDM and CCM . For safety reasons class X1

capacitors were used in the DM filter while class Y2 were used

in the CM one. The selection process involves the optimisation

tool assessing each capacitor in the component database by

determining the number that would need to be paralleled

to meet the capacitance requirement and then selecting that

which has the lowest overall volume. The DC link capacitor

is selected via the same method however it is selected from a

database of film and/or electrolytic capacitors suitable for DC

filtering.

Now that all the L and C values have been turned into real

physical components, the optimisation tool is able to select

the L − C pair that produces the smallest volume at each

switching frequency for both the DM and CM portions of the

EMI filter. The volumes of the DM EMI filter components

for the design example are shown in Fig. 9. The step changes

present on the result curves indicates that the optimisation

tool has changed from one component choice to another in

order to minimise the overall volume. Examining the total

volume of the DM filter section shows that as the switching

frequency increases, there are step increases in the volume at

frequencies of 150 kHz and its factors (i.e. 75, 50, 37.5, 30,

etc.). This is because the limit defined by the DO-160E EMI

standard applies only to harmonics above 150kHz. Therefore

any switching frequency that is a factor of the 150 kHz will

produce harmonics that fall just within the standard’s limits

whereas a slightly lower switching frequency will produce

harmonics that fall just outside it. A similar effect is observed

for the CM filter optimisation.

Shown in Fig. 10 are the volumes of all the passive
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components and their combined overall volume as a function

of the switching frequency. The DM and CM filter volumes

follow the patterns described above. Since only a finite number

of components can be selected from the database, not every

intermediate volume value can be obtained and thus the results

plot as a step-based discrete function. This is most clearly

seen with the volume of the line inductor where each step

on the curve represents a distinct inductor core and bobbin. If

every intermediate inductor volume could be achieved then the

volume curve would be approximately inversely proportional

to the switching frequency. However, since there are a finite

number of cores and bobbins, optimising over a range of

switching frequencies results in volume steps that follow this

trend but don’t match it exactly. For example the step starting

at 63 kHz and finishing at 95 kHz represents the ETD59/31/22

core and bobbin where the number of turns decreases as the

frequency increases. At 63 kHz the number of turns completely

fills the winding window however this will not change the

overall volume envelope as the windings will all be contained

within the space defined by the bobbin. Therefore if the

switching frequency was to be made lower than 63 kHz then a

larger core would be required. Since the ETD59 core was the

largest one in the database, the design tool sets the volume to

virtual infinity for all switching frequencies below 63 kHz so

to indicate that no core will meet the design specifications at

these frequencies. At 96 kHz the design tool is able to identity

a smaller core and bobbin, that when its winding window is

completely filled, produces the required amount of inductance.

Thus the design tool selects this smaller volume core for all

further switching frequencies until the process repeats and an

even smaller core can achieve the required inductance.

D. Overall Converter Results

To finish the design process the optimisation tool calculates

the total converter volume by adding the heatsink and passive
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component volumes at each potential switching frequency,

as is shown for the design example in Fig. 11. It can be

seen that as the switching frequency increases the heatsink

volume increases while the volume of the passive components

tends to decreases, however in this case the rate of increase

of the heatsink is much greater than any decrease in the

passives. With this final piece of information the optimisation

tool is able select the converter design that produces the

smallest total volume, which for the design example is 1427.19

cm3 produced at a switching frequency of 63 kHz. The full

component details of the optimal design for this example are

given in Table II while a breakdown of the contribution of each

component to the total converter volume is shown in Fig. 12a.

For the sake of comparison, the optimisation tool was used to

design a converter with the same specifications except this time

it was to use Si IGBT devices. The design produced by the tool

is also shown in Table II, side by side with the SiC MOSFET

design, and a volume breakdown of the converter is shown in

Fig. 12c. As can be seen the switching frequency is reduced

to 6 kHz leading to a significant increase in the volume of

the passive components, especially the line inductor. The end

result is that the power density of the SiC MOSFET design is

159.4% higher than the Si IGBT one. It should also be noted

that the efficiency of the Si IGBT design is only 96% as no

components in the database could be combined to achieve the

desired 98% efficiency and thus a compromise had to be made

so that a valid design could be presented.

III. OPTIMISATION ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

A simplified operational flow diagram of the optimisation

tool is shown in Fig. 13. The process begins by the user

defining the specifications (e.g. output voltage, power rat-

ing), constraints (e.g. minimum converter efficiency, maximum

component temperatures) and objectives (e.g. minimise the

volume). The algorithm then combines all the suitable items

in the component databases with all the potential converter
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(a) Volume optimised SiC converter
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(c) Volume optimised Si converter
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(d) Mass optimised Si converter

Fig. 12. Contribution of each component in a SiC MOSFET or Si IGBT based converter that has been optimised for either volume or mass

operating conditions (e.g. the range of allowable switching

frequencies) to create every possible design within the solu-

tion space. Each design is checked to see if it satisfies the

constraints and, if successful, will have its objective value

calculated, referred to as the design’s cost (e.g. the design’s

total volume or mass). If the calculated cost of the current

design is less than the cost of all the other designs that have

been examined thus far, then the optimisation algorithm will

store the current design as the best design and all the remaining

designs will be compared against it until a design with an even

lower cost is found. Upon completion the algorithm will have

iterated through all the possible designs and selected the one

that has the lowest cost as the optimal design. This method

is effective in finding the optimal design however it is very

inefficient as it must check through every possible design in

the solution space in order to do so.

The reason that the method described above is inefficient

is because it is effectively a nested loop structure where each

level of the structure is occupied by a single design variable

set. An example of this structure for 4 design variable sets is

shown in Fig. 14a. In this case the total number of designs

that will need assessing is equal to Na × Nb × Nc × Nd. It

can be seen that as the number of design variables increases,

the number of designs grows exponentially. In order to reduce

the number of designs, and hence improve the computational

efficiency, the algorithm has been structured so that it exploits

the interdependency relationships of the design variables. This

method identifies whether or not one variable is directly de-

pendent on another variable or if they are indirectly connected

through a chain of variables. Identifying variables by this

manner results in a structure where dependent variables branch

off from each other. The variables that has the most dependent

variables branching from it forms the underlying outer loop

of the design tool algorithm while the other variables form

the various nested loop levels. The overall effect is that the

number of nested loop levels is reduced. An example of this

is given in Fig. 14b where the same 4 design variables shown

in Fig. 14a have been reused. In this case variable B branches

from variable A while variables C and D branch from A rather

than B as was the case in Fig. 14a. Therefore the total number

of designs is now given by Na (Nb +NcNd).

This type of branching structure shown in Fig. 14b was

applied to the design optimisation tool by examining its

operational structure shown in Fig. 1. The structure links the

various design specifications, constraints and objectives feed

into the tool by the user, to the various component models

and selection procedures controlled by the tool’s algorithm.

At the highest level the optimisation tool makes selections
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Combine solution space variables to create 

every possible design, S = {s1, s2, ... sN}
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Fig. 13. Operational flow diagram of the optimisation tool [30]

A = {a1,…,aNa}

B = {b1,…,bNb}

C = {c1,…,cNc}

D = {d1,…,dNd}

(a)

A = {a1,…,aNa}

C = {c1,…,cNc}

B = {b1,…,bNb}

D = {d1,…,dNd}

(b)

Switching frequency

DC-link capacitor

Device

Line inductor

Heatsink

EMI filter

(c)

Fig. 14. Design variable arrangement structures; (a) Nested loop structure, (b)
Branching variable structure, (c) 3-phase DC/AC inverter design tool structure

TABLE II
DESIGN EXAMPLE OPTIMISED COMPONENT DETAILS

Design parameter SiC MOSFET Si IGBT

Volume 1427.19 cm3 3701.96 cm3

Switching frequency 63 kHz 6 kHz

Device C2M0040120D FGW15N120VD

Heatsink 000EK* 000EK*

• Length 40.15 mm 70.03 mm

L∆I 964.7 µH 10.417 mH

• Core ETD59/31/22 E100/60/28

• # turns 71 375

• Gap length 2.4 mm 12.5 mm

• Wire size 1.8 mm 1.8 mm

LDM 50 µH 5 µH

• Core ETD29/16/10 E19/8/5

• # turns 18 6

• Gap length 0.6 mm 0.2 mm

• Wire size 1.8 mm 1.8 mm

CDM 1.76 µF 0.33 µF

• Type 474R32201A12 BFC23381X334

• # in parallel 8 1

LCM 646.38 µH 188.19 µH

• Core TX36/23/15-3E5 R25.3/14.8/10-T37

• # turns 9 6

• Wire size 1.8 mm 1.8 mm

CCM 0.44 µF 0.015 µF

• Type B32024A3224M B32022A3153M

• # in parallel 2 1

Cdc 3 µF 30 µF

• Type MKP1848530094K2 C4AEOBW5300A3MJ

• # in parallel 1 1

in regards to the operating conditions of converter such as

the switching frequency, which is then passed down into the

component models in order to design and select all the various

components such as the switching devices, the heatsink and the

passive components. The selected components are then passed

back up the structure to be measured against the specifications,

constraints and objectives and help inform the tool’s decision

as to what the optimal operating conditions should be. From

Fig. 1 it can be seen that the devices and heatsink selection

form one branch off of the operating conditions and switching

frequency, while the passive component selection procedures

form a separate branch. Therefore these sections of the algo-

rithm can make use of the branching variable structure in the

way shown in Fig. 14c where the switching frequency forms

the outer loop of the algorithm from which the other variables

branch off from.

For the design example discussed in section II the com-

ponent database and circuit parameters that the tool was

able to select and form potential designs from is given in

Table III. Without restructuring, the algorithm is required

to assess approximately 2.2 × 1012 designs. By comparison,

using the independent variable separated structure illustrated

in Fig. 14b, the number of designs is reduced to 224,822 which

is a reduction of over 99.9%.
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TABLE III
DESIGN EXAMPLE COMPONENT DATABASE AND CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

Design parameter Values

Device type Cree C2M MOSFETs (5 in total)

Switching frequency 10, 11, , 400 kHz

Line and DM inductor Ferroxcube gapped double ETD cores

core type (7 in total)

CM inductor core type TDK/EPCOS & Ferroxcube toroids

(44 in total)

DM capacitor type Kemet & Vishay X1 class film (21 in total)

CM capacitor type Kemet, TDK & Vishay Y2 class film

(68 in total)

DC link capacitor type AVX, Kemet & Vishay DC film (36 in total)

Heatsink types Aavid thermalloy (14 in total)

IV. DESIGN OPTIMISATION TOOL EXPERIMENTAL

VERIFICATION

In order to fully assess the design optimisation tool, it is

necessary to first determine whether or not the component

data used by the tool matches that of an actual experimental

converter. This section first focuses on the two areas where

the greatest discrepancy between component manufacturer

data and actual converter measurements usually occur; device

switching losses and heatsink thermal resistance. It then in-

vestigates the performance of a converter built according to

the results of the design example given in Table II. Through

experiments carried out on the converter, the device loss model

and the output filter design model of the optimisation tool are

evaluated.

A. Device Switching Loss Measurement

The switching energy loss of a converter is affected by

not only the inherent switching energy of the device itself,

but also by the surrounding circuitry in which the device

is placed. The switching energy (Eon, Eoff ) specified in

a manufacturer’s datasheet is based on a clamped inductive

switching test that inserts the device under test (DUT) into an

evaluation board. The board itself consists of a single phase

leg where the DUT is usually paired with a Schottky diode

since a Schottky has low switching losses and no reverse

recovery. External components such as gate drive circuits

and load inductances are added externally so that various

different operating conditions can be tested. Consequently, the

switching energy results produced are specific to component

values, board layout and the operating conditions used.

The uniqueness of the manufacturer’s results becomes prob-

lematic when trying to apply them to a converter design for

several reasons. Firstly the components used in the actual 3-

phase converter will be different and thus change the switching

dynamics of the system. The phase leg typically consists

of two SiC MOSFETs placed in both the upper and lower

positions, one of which is the DUT, as the current in the phase

leg must be bi-directional and thus changes the switching

waveforms that the DUT is subject to. The gate drive circuitry

will also be different to that used in the manufacturer’s setup

in order to meet the speed, power and stability requirements

Q1

C2M0040120D

Q2

C2M0040120D

1.31mH

120μF, 900V

MKP1848

600V

EA-PS 8600-70

19Ω 

Gate drive 

board
DUT

Fig. 15. Schematic of the double pulse test setup

Fig. 16. Power board, devices and gate drivers of a 3-phase, 2-level DC-AC
converter created by the design optimisation tool. A single phase leg was used
for double pulse test measurements

of the actual converter. As a result the gate drive produces

signals that might transition faster or slower, or even be

shaped differently altogether to the signals that produced the

manufacturer’s results. Secondly, the PCB layout of the actual

converter will be different to the manufacturer’s setup and

hence will be subject to different parasitic components that

will change the shape of the turn-on and turn-off transitions.

This is of particular importance for SiC devices since small

changes in the layout can have significant effects on the

switching energy requirement of the devices, much more so

than is the case for Si devices.

For these reasons, double pulse tests (DPTs) were carried

out on the converter created by the optimisation design tool, to

determine the real switching losses of the chosen SiC devices.

A simplified schematic of the double pulse setup is shown

in Fig. 15 along with the various component values used in

the double pulse test. Fig. 16 shows the converter’s power

board containing the 3 phase legs with their upper and lower

devices, of which a single phase leg was used for the DPTs.

Fig. 17 shows the turn-on and turn-off transitions captured

during the DPTs for load currents of 10 A, 25 A and 40 A

where the gate resistance used was 24Ω. The current overshoot

present on all the turn-on transitions (Fig. 17a, 17b and 17c) is

produced in part by the high dv/dt experienced by the output

capacitance of the devices and in part by the reverse recovery

effect of the complementary device’s body diode. The turn on
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Fig. 17. Turn on switching transitions for load currents of (a) 10 A, (b) 25 A, (c) 40 A, and turn off switching transitions for load currents of (d) 10 A, (e)
25 A, (f) 40 A produced by double pulse tests. The gate resistance for all the transitions was 24Ω
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Fig. 18. Turn on and turn off switching energy as a function of the device
current for Cree’s C2M0040120D MOSFET obtained from the DPT and from
Cree’s official datasheet

transitions also show a small drop in the device voltage during

the device’s initial current rise. This is produced primarily by

the parasitic inductance in the main power loop, created by the

PCB layout, interacting with the high di/dt of the transition.

As can be seen the voltage drop is only approximately 5% of

the DC-link voltage and hence could be neglected in the loss

calculation of the design tool. During the turn-off transitions

shown in Fig. 17d, 17e and 17f overshoot and ringing are

observed on the device voltage waveforms. This too is caused

by parasitic inductance of the power loop, however once again

it produces a negligible switching energy that can also be

ignored by the design tool (calculated at approximately 0.5%

of the total turn-off energy). This can partly be attributed to

the board layout, which was designed to minimise the length

of the tracks that form the loop of Q1, Q2 and Cdc in Fig. 15,

and to the choice of gate resistance that limited the magnitude

of the di/dt experienced at the transition. Fig. 18 shows the

turn-on and turn-off switching energy as a function of the

drain current that were measured from all the DPTs conducted

with a gate resistance of 24Ω. In order to compare these

measurements, Cree’s switching energy measurements given in

the C2M0040120D datasheet [20] is also included in Fig. 18.

The results clearly show the discrepancy that is created by

the variations in the components and layout between the two

measurement circuits as the experimentally measured turn-on

switching energies are approximately 2 to 4 times higher than

those from the datasheet, while the measured turn-off energies

are approximately 2 times higher than the datasheet. Therefore

in order to maximise the accuracy of the design optimisation

tool, the switching energy data produced by the double pulse

tests was used in place of Cree’s datasheet information.

B. Heatsink Thermal Resistance Measurements

Like for the switching losses, the measured thermal re-

sistance of a heatsink extrusion is highly dependent on the

operating conditions of the measurement test. According to the

heatsink manufacturers datasheet [21] used by the design tool,

the thermal resistances were measured using 150 mm long

extrusions in the vertical orientation, a sink-to-ambient tem-

perature difference of 75◦C and a uniform load on the heatsink

base. While the datasheet provides information showing how
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 19. Setup for thermal resistance measurements: (a) Device and wiring
connections (b) Insulated heatsink and ambient temperature thermocouple
plate

the thermal resistance can be adjusted for different extrusion

lengths and temperature differences, it does not provide any

information on how to adjust for changes in orientation or for

uneven thermal loads. In the case of commercial converters,

the heatsink may have to be orientated in a particular way in

order to fit with the dimensions of the enclosure. Furthermore,

the devices and modules attached to the heatsink will not

produce a uniform thermal load, especially in the case where

multiple discrete devices are used as this leads to hotspots

throughout the heatsink.

Thermal resistance measurements were carried out for a 40

mm long Aavid thermalloy 000EK type extrusion, as shown

in Fig. 5a. The C2M0040120D devices were attached to the

heatsink in the same manner that they would be for the

optimised converter (see Fig. 16). In order to accurately control

the power dissipated from the devices, the setup depicted in

Fig. 19a was used. In this setup the drain-source terminals

of the devices were connected in a single series chain with

the gate terminals left unconnected. During the test a voltage

was applied across the series chain with the positive potential

being applied at the source end of the chain and the negative

at the drain end so that heat was generated by current flowing

through the internal body diodes of the devices. As a means of

checking whether or not the body diodes of each device were

contributing equally to the total power, twisted wire pairs were

soldered across the source-drain terminals of each device in

order to measure their voltage throughout the test. The current

entering the experimental setup was measured by an LEM

HX 05-P/SP2 current transducer. For each test, thermocouples

were attached at various different locations on the heatsink

with fiberglass tape. High performance polyamide 6 (nylon 6)

foam was placed on the top side of the heatsink in order to

limit the amount of heat that escapes from the system through

the front of the device cases. In order to measure the ambient

temperature a thermocouple was attached to an aluminium

plate and placed away from the experimental setup as shown

in Fig. 19b. The aluminium plate acted as a low-pass filter,

preventing sudden changes in the ambient temperature from

appearing in the measurements. The temperature, voltage and

current measurements were recorded by an Agilent 34972A
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Fig. 20. Thermal resistance as a function of power dissipation for various
heatsink fin orientations

data acquisition and multiplexer unit.

To determine the effect of the fin orientation, thermal

resistance measurements were recorded for three different

heatsink orientations; the fins pointing directly down, the fins

pointing directly up, and the fins pointing at a 90◦ angle to

allow vertical airflow along the channels between the fins.

For these tests just the two central devices were used so it

could be assumed that the heat source was effectively a single

point located in the centre of the heatsink between the two

devices, and thus make the thermal resistance calculations of

the heatsink simpler. The calculated thermal resistances from

the assumed heat source point to the ambient air for the three

orientations at various different power levels are shown in

Fig. 20. In all cases the thermal resistance decreases with

increasing power dissipation due the thermal energy being

more able to spread throughout the heatsink and better utilise

the entire geometry. Regardless of the changes with power

dissipation, it is clear that the vertical airflow orientation (aver-

age ΘHS = 1.347◦C/W) produces a lower thermal resistance

than both the fins down (ΘHS = 1.641◦C/W) and fins up

(ΘHS = 1.382◦C/W) orientations. For various design and

measurement reasons, the heatsink of the optimised converter

was orientated with its fins pointing down, thus resulting in a

higher thermal resistance than the one predicted by the design

optimisation tool.

If a uniform thermal load was applied to entire top surface of

the heatsink, the temperature would be constant regardless of

the position along its width. The thermal energy would travel

through the baseplate to the fins, in a direction perpendicular

to the top surface, at every position on that surface. Therefore

the thermal resistance at every position would be equal as the

path from the heat source to the ambient air would be identical.

The uneven temperature distribution of the heatsink, resulting

from hotspots generated by the devices, was measured by

attaching thermocouples in the locations shown in Fig. 21a,

the results of which, for various power dissipation levels,

are shown in Fig. 21b. The thermal energy spreads out to

create a thermal equilibrium however the fins located further

away from the devices will require the heat to travel along
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Fig. 21. Heatsink temperature profile: (a) Thermocouple locations, (b) Results
for various power levels including fan assisted results

paths of higher thermal resistance, thus causing the uneven

temperature distribution. In essence the edges of the heatsink

are under-utilised and therefore, in comparison to a uniform

thermal load, the overall thermal resistance from the device

junctions to ambient air is increased. Fig. 21b shows that

for a power dissipation of 100 W (equivalent to the power

dissipation occurring during the converter’s rated full load)

the temperature at the centre of the heatsink is in excess of

the maximum operating temperature. Thus in order to obtain a

thermal resistance equivalent to that determined by the model

described in the design optimisation tool, a fan was placed at

the centre of the heatsink, the results of which are also shown

in Fig. 21b.

To determine the actual thermal resistance of the heatsink

during operation (given the effects of the fins down orienta-

tion, the uneven thermal load and the assistance of the fan)

the devices, the thermal pad (between the devices and the

heatsink), and the heatsink itself were approximated by the

thermal model shown in Fig. 22. The model assumes that the

heatsink can be separated into three parts, one for each phase

leg, where the heat generated by the devices on each phase

leg passes through the heatsink into the ambient air without

spreading out into the other two parts. Thus the thermal

resistance of each branch can be calculated by measuring the

ambient temperature (Ta), the temperature at the surface of

the heatsink between the upper and lower devices of each

phase leg (THS(Tx)) and the power dissipated in the devices

(Q̇Dx). In reality heat from the two side phase legs spread into

the centre phase legs while heat for the centre leg will also

spread to side legs, altering the thermal resistance of each part

of the model. However this assumption can still be useful if

the temperatures on the top surface of the heatsink are almost

equal (i.e. THS(TL) = THS(TC) = THS(TR)) as this allows

the three heatsink branches in the model (ΘHS(x) + Θa(x))
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Fig. 22. Thermal model of devices and heatsink under typical operating
conditions

TABLE IV
THERMAL MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Parameter Value

Ambient temperature 25.60 ◦C

Device case temperature 107.3 ◦C

Pad temperature 89.59 ◦C

Heatsink temperature 82.62 ◦C

Device thermal resistance 1.084 ◦C/W

Pad thermal resistance 0.0680 ◦C/W

• per device 0.4081 ◦C/W

Heatsink thermal resistance 0.7016 ◦C/W

• per device 4.210 ◦C/W

to be paralleled together which nearly eliminates the effect of

the heat spreading between the parts. Using these assumptions

and the temperature and power measurements obtained from

the experiment, the thermal resistances of the devices, thermal

pad and heatsink were calculated and the results are shown in

Table IV.

In conclusion, the discrepancies between the heatsink

datasheet information and the experimental measurements are

due to differences in the heatsink’s orientation and the uneven

thermal load created by the multiple discrete devices. Experi-

mental results showed that the heatsink orientation used by the

optimisation design (fins down) resulted in an average thermal

resistance 22% larger than the orientation used according to

the datasheet (fins vertical). Additionally the thermocouple

measurements revealed that the thermal hotspots created by

the discrete devices produced a heatsink temperature profile

at 100 W where the minimum and maximum temperatures

differed by 22.1◦C when the average temperature of the

profile was 130.4◦C. Both the orientation and uneven thermal

load resulted in an increase in the thermal resistance of the

heatsink such that a fan was required to reduce it to the level
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assumed by the design tool. Future versions of the design tool

will consider these experimental results so that more precise

thermal designs can be achieved.

C. Device Loss Model Test and Validation

The device switching energy and the thermal resistances

calculated in the previous sections were used to test the validity

of the device loss model used in the design optimisation tool.

This was done through a thermal superposition test where the

converter was operated at the rated load for multiple different

switching frequencies. The case temperature of all six devices

were measured using thermocouples and covered over with

polyamide 6 foam to minimise the heat transfer from the cases

directly to the ambient air. The converter was run until it

reached thermal equilibrium before the device temperatures

were recorded and averaged over a set period of time. A

thermal image of the setup with the insulation foam removed

so that the devices are visible is shown in Fig. 23. Using the

thermal resistances that were measured during the heatsink

characterisation, the power loss of the devices were estimated

for each switching frequency. The device switching energy

that was measured during the double pulse tests was used

by the design optimisation tool to simulate the device losses.

Both the simulation and thermal superposition results are

shown in Fig. 24 where they are plotted as the switching loss

efficiency as a function of the switching frequency. The switch-

ing loss efficiency calculated from the experimental thermal

superposition method at 40, 60 and 75 kHz was 98.8%,

98.3% and 97.8% respectively, where the difference between

the simulation and thermal superposition results were 0.17%,

0.18% and 0.04% respectively. Using this close agreement

between the simulation and experimental results, it can also

be seen in Fig. 24 that at 100 kHz, the SiC converter will have

an estimated efficiency of 97.5%. In conclusion the very close

agreement between the simulation and experimental results,

especially given the expected precision of the thermocouple

temperature measurements, shows that the device loss model

of the optimisation tool produces accurate results so long as

the measured switching energy of the devices is used.

D. Line and EMI Filter Design Test and Validation

The models governing the line and EMI filters of the

converter were tested through various electrical tests. The

converter was subjected to the operating conditions given

in Table I and each phase was loaded with 25Ω to ensure

that the power draw of the converter didn’t exceed the rated

output of 5 kW. The converter was operated at 60 kHz rather

than the optimised value of 63 kHz due to limitations in

the control hardware. The input and output voltages, currents

and power produced by this test are shown in Table V. As

can be seen the targeted efficiency of 98% has almost been

achieved. In order to demonstrate the converter operating as

close as possible to the rated power, another test was conducted

where all the operating conditions were kept the same except

for the modulation index which was increased to 0.94. The

results for this test are displayed in Table VI which shows an

increase in the output power of 326.9 W while the power losses

Fig. 23. Thermal image of the switching devices under fan assisted normal
operation
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Fig. 24. Converter switching device efficiency as calculated by the design
optimisation tool compared to the experimentally measured thermal superpo-
sition results

increase by only 3.1 W and the efficiency rises to 97.75%. The

output phase to neutral voltage waveform of one phase and the

output phase current waveforms of all three phases that were

produced from this test are shown in Fig. 25.

The EMI filter design model was assessed by performing a

frequency spectrum analysis on the output phase waveforms of

the converter. To minimise any electrical noise not produced

by the switching action of the devices, and so obtain a

noise floor low enough to allow proper assessment of the

DO-160E EMI standard, the converter was operated until it

reached thermal equilibrium, at which point the waveform

sampling method described in [31] was used. The sampled

waveforms were averaged and decomposed into their DM and

CM components for frequency spectrum analysis, the results

of which are shown in Fig. 26a and 26b respectively. As can

be seen the harmonics of interest that fall close to and within

the range of the DO-160E standard (as marked by circles in
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TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL CONVERTER RESULTS (Vdc = 600 V, M = 0.9,

RL = 25Ω, f0 = 400 Hz AND fs = 60 kHz)

Parameter Value

DC-link voltage (Vdc) 599.31 V

Output phase voltage (Vo) 187.05 V (rms)

Input current (Ii) 6.932 A

Output current (Io) 7.225 A (rms)

Input power (Pi) 4.152 kW

Output power (Po) 4.0543 kW

Power loss (Ploss) 97.7 W

Efficiency (η) 97.65%

TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTAL CONVERTER RESULTS (Vdc = 600 V, M = 0.94,

RL = 25Ω, f0 = 400 Hz AND fs = 60 kHz)

Parameter Value

DC-link voltage (Vdc) 599.32 V

Output phase voltage (Vo) 194.65 V (rms)

Input current (Ii) 7.482 A

Output current (Io) 7.503 A (rms)

Input power (Pi) 4.482 kW

Output power (Po) 4.3812 kW

Power loss (Ploss) 100.8 W

Efficiency (η) 97.75%

Fig. 26a and 26b) are all well below the limit for both DM

and CM components. The CM results are significantly lower

than the limit and this is partially because the optimisation

tool designed for the worst-case scenario where the load is a

short-circuit. Therefore the frequency results are better than

expected as increasing the resistance value of the load further

reduces the harmonics. Though dead-time compensation was

implemented in the PWM, there are still noticeable low order

harmonics, e.g. multiples of fundamental frequencies (400

Hz) in the spectrum, which are primarily due to the regular-

sampled PWM and various non-idealities of the converter

such as unsymmetrical pulses, device voltage drop, switching

Fig. 25. Experimental output waveforms of the optimised converter operating
at Vdc = 600 V, M = 0.94, RL = 25Ω, f0 = 400 Hz and fs = 60 kHz.
Traces include Phase A output voltage (VAn), Phase A output current (IA),
Phase B output current (IB), Phase C output current (IC )

(a)

(b)

Fig. 26. Experimental converter output current (a) differential mode (DM)
and (b) common mode (CM) component frequency spectrum for Vdc = 600

V, M = 0.9, RL = 25Ω, f0 = 400 Hz and fs = 60 kHz

transition (turn-on, turn-off) time, etc. In conclusion the results

for both the DM spectrum and CM spectrum suggest that

the model over-sizes the EMI filter components and that

there is room for further volume reduction. This is because

the design optimisation tool designs the DM and CM filters

separately assuming the DM and CM components exclusively

aid their respective filters. However in reality LDM contributes

to the CM filter and CCM contributes to the DM filter, thus

improving the attenuation of both.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion this paper has presented a design optimisation

tool that can optimise the volume or mass of a 3-phase

2-level DC-AC converter that uses SiC switching devices.

The component models governing the design tool (including

the device, heatsink and passive components) were discussed

in light of a design example which was subsequently built

into an experimental converter that was used to assess the
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performance of these models. Using SiC MOSFETs the design

tool produced a converter with a power density of 3.503 kW/L

which is 159.4% higher than one based on Si IGBTs. The

algorithm structure of the converter has been discussed along

with methods that can be used to improve its computational

efficiency. The algorithm improved computational speed by

reducing the number of potential designs by over 99.9%.

Discussions based on measurements that were made of the

SiC device switching energy loss and of the heatsink thermal

resistance, explained the external conditions that result in

discrepancies between manufacturer and experimental data.

Furthermore examination of the experimental converter re-

vealed that the device models accurately predict the power

losses, and the output EMI filter was shown to meet the

design specifications. The experimental converter achieved a

measured efficiency of 97.75% at a switching frequency of 60

kHz.

However as was discussed, the design optimisation tool

does have some limitations. The main one is its dependence

on datasheet information that can potentially be inaccurate

and/or incomplete such as was the case with the switching

energy data and the heatsink thermal resistance. However

it should be noted that this limitation can be overcome by

performing pre-experimental characterisation, as was done in

section IV-A and IV-B. Another limitation is the absence of

PCB parasitics in the model and their effect on the switching

performance. Despite the fact that they were observed to be

almost negligible in the experimental results of the converter

presented here, these parasitics could however cause prob-

lems for other circuits where the PCB layout has not been

carefully designed. The absence of a detailed thermal model

that factors in the orientation and the position of the devices

on the heatsink limited the accuracy of the tool. However

since this information is not given in manufacturer datasheets,

experimental measurements, as were carried out here, are the

only valid means of accounting for these attributes. Lastly the

worst case scenario design methodology used on the EMI filter

lead to a slightly oversized design that lowered the overall

power density.

Future work will focus on better understanding the switch-

ing energy losses created by the gate drive circuit and the

PCB layout. Work will also be carried out into understanding

the effect of localised heat sources and thermal spreading in

order to improve the heatsink design models. Finally, this work

determined the total converter volume from the sum of the

individual volume envelopes of the components. In reality the

geometric layout of the components will determine the true

volume of the converter. Future work will investigate how the

design tool can optimise this part of the design.
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